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Letter of Recommendation for #########  

It is my pleasure to write a letter of recommendation for #######. I have known #### for two and a half years and have 

served as his direct rowing coach during this time. He has worked hard to improve his rowing and develop as a human being 

each day that he has been at the boathouse. I genuinely value ######’s presence and have found that he is a very consistent 

worker. #####'s level of commitment to our program is second to none.  

##### is a wonderful contributor on our team. I have been particularly impressed with his attendance at practice, which is 

very close to 100%. On the rare occasion when he has to miss a practice because of academic reasons, he is willing to put in 

the extra time and make up the practice on his own time. ##### is exceptionally helpful at practice, always willing to help 

with equipment so that we can practice smoothly and efficiently. When we travel to events he is always active and involved 

in loading and unloading the trailers. ##### is also frequently seen assisting his teammates before and after races. #### was 

the recipient of the Most Improved Varsity Rower Award at last year's end of season awards banquet. His work ethic and 

helpful nature have earned #### the respect of his teammates and have proven to all of the coaching staff that he is a great 

asset to our program.  Additionally, #### best 2k and 6k times to date are 6:32.1 and 20:51.3 respectively.  

My only concern about #### is that he can sometimes be overly tough on himself. He holds himself to a very high standard, 

and sometimes when he falls short his disappointment causes him to become emotional.  #### is very self-aware of this 

tendency, though, and he is quick to recover and carry on with the task at hand. As his coach, I have not found that this has 

a negative impact on his performance.  

##### cares deeply about our success as an emerging program, and I have no reservation in recommending him for any 

opportunity that your university rowing program can offer. #### is someone who deserves opportunities. I enthusiastically 

recommend #### for your consideration. He is a hard-working and empathetic human being who always does his best to lift 

up and serve others around him.  

If you have any questions about ##### or about this letter of recommendation, please do not hesitate to contact me on (###) 

###-#### or via email at ####@######.org.  

Yours Sincerely,  

####### - Head Coach  
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